
133 West St Road 

Fairfax, VT 05454 

$59,000 

 

Curtis Trousdale 

Owner, Broker, Realtor 

Cell: 802-233-5589  
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Utility & Property Info: 

Taxes:   Town of Fairfax—$962.60 LOT 2. $1,039.17 LOT 3 (2016 Non—Homestead) Current owner has multiple properties condensed 

into one tax bill. Taxes are estimated using current Town Lister data. 

Power:  Vermont Electric Co-Op—A transformer has been installed for hookups to both Lot 2 and Lot 3. VELCO has confirmed that 

potential purchasers would be responsible for laying the secondary power lines from the build site to the transformer and 

a connection fee of $580 would be assessed. Lot 2 and Lot 3 will have deeded power easements for guaranteed power 

access at time of closing.  Any additional questions can be directed toward Vermont Electric Co-Op at 802-635-2331.   

Septic:   Lot 2 and Lot 3 have each been approved for mound system septic's supporting 3-bedroom residences. Please refer to 

wastewater permit # WW-6-2786 for details. This is only an approved septic system and all potential purchasers would be 

responsible for the cost of implementing and installing the system. Any additional questions regarding this design should be 

directed to Cross Consulting Engineers at 802-524-2113. 

Water:   These lots have been approved for a potable water supply using a drilled or percussion bedrock well. Drilled wells are 

common in this area and according to the State’s ANR Mapping System, neighboring wells range from 60-520’ in depth. 

Please reference wastewater permit # WW-6-2786 for more details. Any additional questions regarding this design should 

be directed to Cross Consulting Engineers at 802-524-2113. 

Zoning:   Rural—Please see attached zoning map and partial zoning regulations for further detail. Additional questions can be 

directed to the Town of Fairfax Zoning Administrator at 802-849-6111. Click HERE for Zoning Regulations 

Road: West St Road is a year round town-maintained road. Both available lots have access via deeded Right of Way’s to the 

respective build sites. Lot 2 has a existing shared driveway from West Street. Lot 3 will have access via a proposed 375’ 

shared driveway extending from the existing driveway, with roughly 100’ being along an existing woods road providing 

access to the adjacent meadow. It is expected that maintenance and plowing responsibilities will be shared with current 

homeowner.  

Address: This address has been created for GPS purposes only. A proper E911 address will be provided by the town when a residence 

is built.  

ROW’s: Lot 3: Conveyed in the deed is a 15 foot wide right of way along the existing farm drive for forestry or sugaring use only. 

This begins on west street and follows the existing driveway, ending on the Southeastern corner of the meadow. The 

current proposed driveway will extend from the existing driveway and follow the existing right of way. Please see the 

attached Development Plan for further details.  

Property Features 
 

DISCLAIMER: The information on this page is provided as a courtesy and is for general reference only. This information may not be relied on 

and was created from many sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable. Some information, especially measurements 

and costs are only approximate. Taxes, utilities, zoning, state/local permits, construction costs, roads, associations, property condition, for-

estry plans, timber volumes/$, boundaries, surveys and all other data found here may and does change. The Listing Agency and seller en-

courage all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information. Listing 

Agency and Seller will not be responsible for decisions and offers made from this information.  

http://www.fairfax-vt.gov/vertical/sites/%7BA7F085CD-5C79-4CCF-8878-6AF1EF4F216C%7D/uploads/FairfaxTownPlan2013_Selectboard_FINAL-3.pdf


 

Utility Easements:  

 There is a deeded 20’ wide underground utility easement providing the adjacent landowner to install, maintain and replace 

underground utilities, with the easement being twenty feet in with. This runs from a Vermont electric Cooperative pole #7-6 in 

an easterly direction to the property of the grantees. In addition, VELCO also holds an easement that provides access to lay, 

construct, reconstruct, operate, repair, maintain, mark, replace and remove underground cables and/or pipes. Both 

easements are available for viewing. 

Sugar Taps: The current owners of the property allow use by the adjacent homeowner to use the southern woods of Lot 3 for maple 

sugaring. This is currently done on a handshake basis and purchasers have the ability to continue the lease or remove the 

taps. Current income rate is $1.50 per tap.  
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DISCLAIMER: This map is for general reference only and was created from other sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable.  This map and data should not be used for navigation 
and may not reflect recent construction, logging or other commercial or private activity on the property.  Measurements, distances and areas may not be accurate.  The Listing Agency and Seller encourage 
all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information.  This information may not be made part of a contract.  Listing Agency and Seller will 
not be responsible for decisions and offers made from this information.                 GENERAL MAP SOURCES:  Field Evidence,  ANR Maps 

Aerial Map 

Lot 2 

3.8 +/- Acres 

Proposed Home Site 

Proposed Well Location 

Proposed Septic Location 

Power Transformer 

SOLD 



DISCLAIMER: This map is for general reference only and was created from other sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable.  This map and data should not be used for navigation 
and may not reflect recent construction, logging or other commercial or private activity on the property.  Measurements, distances and areas may not be accurate.  The Listing Agency and Seller encourage 
all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information.  This information may not be made part of a contract.  Listing Agency and Seller will 
not be responsible for decisions and offers made from this information.                 GENERAL MAP SOURCES:  Field Evidence,  ANR Maps 

Topographic Map 

Lot #2 

SOLD 



DISCLAIMER: This map is for general reference only and was created from other sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable.  This map and data should not be used for navigation 
and may not reflect recent construction, logging or other commercial or private activity on the property.  Measurements, distances and areas may not be accurate.  The Listing Agency and Seller encourage 
all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information.  This information may not be made part of a contract.  Listing Agency and Seller will 
not be responsible for decisions and offers made from this information.                 GENERAL MAP SOURCES:  Wastewater Permit 

Development Plan 

 

LOT # 2 

SOLD 



DISCLAIMER: This map is for general reference only and was created from other sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable.  This map and data should not be used for navigation 
and may not reflect recent construction, logging or other commercial or private activity on the property.  Measurements, distances and areas may not be accurate.  The Listing Agency and Seller encourage 
all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information.  This information may not be made part of a contract.  Listing Agency and Seller will 
not be responsible for decisions and offers made from this information.                 GENERAL MAP SOURCES:  Town Maps 

Wastewater Design 



DISCLAIMER: This map is for general reference only and was created from other sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable.  This map and data should not be used for navigation 
and may not reflect recent construction, logging or other commercial or private activity on the property.  Measurements, distances and areas may not be accurate.  The Listing Agency and Seller encourage 
all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information.  This information may not be made part of a contract.  Listing Agency and Seller will 
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Seller Property Information Report 
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